
Taming the email beast 



My colleague recently told me, 

“If I don’t keep up with my email, 

it buries me.” 



Do you secretly wish that 

your inbox would disappear 

so that you could just start over? 

 

You’re not alone. 



Which half of the following scenarios 

best describes your work style? 



I know what’s happening! I don’t know what’s happening! 



I have time to prepare for and 

follow up from my meetings. 

I am always rushing from one 

meeting to another. 



I have ample time to manage all 

of my tasks, including email. 

I feel like my whole day 

is about managing email. 



I often have to search for 

an email or an attachment. 

I can locate an email or 

document right away. 



I always have room for email. My email is often over the limit. 



My inbox has 

thousands of messages. 

My inbox is less than 

one screen long. 



I have many sources of 

information. Which is the latest? 

I have one source 

for the latest information. 



I know that being away from the 

office for work or personal 

reasons will only make it worse. 

I can leave the office for work 

or personal reasons and not 

worry about email overload. 



Email isn’t just an add-on to our work. 

It’s our primary source of tasks, documents, news and updates. 

Email is real work, at least for now. 

Isn’t it about time that we got better at managing it? 
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 Eventually, the majority of us will be using SharePoint, 

workplace-wide search engines or other collaborative platforms 

more effectively and consistently. 

 

Until then, we have to find ways to tame the email beast, 

for ourselves and for each other! 



You don’t have to 

drown in email.   

 

Here are 23 new habits 

that you can begin 

using today in order to 

refocus your time and 

attention. 



1. Stop sending email attachments!  Ask others to do the same. 

Attachments clog everyone’s inboxes and shared drives. 



2. Find searchable and appropriate places to 

share information with the broadest audience possible. 

Email a few contacts 

Email a distribution list 

Save on a drive 

Post it on a SharePoint or wiki! 

Share a link on instant messaging! 



3. Think of knowledge like roots spreading: 

 Where else can I find or post this instead of keeping an email? 

 What else is it linked to? 

 Who else could benefit from knowing? 



4. Encourage others to keep up with the latest information through 

automated feeds, alerts, notifications and dashboards. 

Show them where the fish are. 

They can decide how many they want to catch. 



5. Try replacing “I don’t have time” with “I didn’t make time” 

and see how it changes your outlook (and your Outlook)! 



6. Book meetings on the quarter hour to leave 

breathing room for yourself and for others to transition 

between tasks and to share updates on your progress. 

Don’t be afraid to propose a new time for a meeting request! 



7. Look before you send! 

After you draft the date and time of your meeting request and 

add the names of all the invitees, click on the Scheduling button 

to make sure the time works for everyone before you hit Send! 

 

  You should be able to view the busy times for anyone 

in your workplace, without needing permission rights 

to view their Calendar details. 

Person A 

Person B 



8. Turn off your email alert (both the sound and the envelope). 

We lose a lot of momentum by switching between tasks so often. 



9. Convert your email 

into tasks, notes, 

appointments, 

reminders or contacts. 

 

Then use your 

calendar to 

drive your actions, 

not your inbox. 



10. Remember the Four Ds Formula: 



11. Curb the email addiction. 

 

Only check your email 

at specific times of day, 

such as the last 10 minutes 

of each hour. 

 

 

Constantly checking email sets off 

a dopamine reaction in our brains, 

which makes us ‘seek’ something. 

 

What do we end up seeking?  

More email! 

 



12. Choose your recipients wisely. 

To: recipients who need to take action.  

Cc: for information and awareness, not action. 

If you name someone in the body of an email, it is common 

courtesy to include that person in To or Cc, as appropriate. 



 13. Does this information need to be shared? If so, with whom? 

 Would it help to clarify the target audience with your manager, 

rather than copying extra recipients “just in case”?  



14. Reply all is tricky. 

It can work well at times and it can also make people crazy. 

Would someone miss out on important information 

if you only replied to the sender?  

Try using the voting and tracking options to solicit feedback. 



15. Stick to one topic per email 

and use a clear subject line!  

 

This makes it much easier 

for your recipients to 

take action and delete the email 

when they’re finished with it.  



16. Make it easier for your recipients: 

use the subject line wisely! 

Start your subject line with  When the email…  

ACTION:  …requires action. 

IDEA:  …is something to think about and action later.  

INFO:  …is for information or general reading. 

LAUGH or LOL (laugh out loud):  …is for entertainment, team spirit and fun. 

REMINDER:  …is following up on a task or required response. 

REVISED: or UPDATED: …has been modified from the last version. 



17. If your message is very brief, 

type it directly into the subject line, followed by 

<end of message>, <end> or <eom> 

to save your recipient from opening the email. 



 

18. A word of thanks is also tricky. 

 

Some people genuinely welcome 

a “thank you” email as an 

acknowledgement that you 

read their message and 

appreciate their efforts. 

 

Without it, they might feel unsure of 

where things stand. 

 

Others find “thanks” annoying.   

 

Try sending a more detailed 

acknowledgement with 

specific feedback. 



19. Don’t send an email or text that says “please call me” 

or leave a voicemail that says “I just sent you an email…” 

 

Please avoid the duplication and just use one method. 



If an email has three or more responses in a string, 

you may need to start a new email, summarize at the top of the 

email what needs to be done or pick up the phone instead. 

20. Cut the strings! 



21. Use instant messaging instead of email to ask questions and 

share updates within your network of contacts: 

• Where do I find…? 

• Can anyone help me with…? 

• Here’s a link to… 

• Here’s a great tip for… 



22. Restrict the flood 

of email notifications from 

news readers, websites and 

social networks. 

 

Turn them off completely, 

review the new content 

inside each platform directly 

or subscribe to a summary 

of updates once a 

day/week/month. 



23. Ask your go-to people which practices they find most effective 

and explore what works best for you. 



Whatever habits we choose are up to us.  We all have to 

practice, practice, practice and ask for help, if we need it! 
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